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Abstract
During the last decade non-linear machine-learning methods have gained popularity among QSAR

modelers. The machine-learning algorithms generate highly accurate models at a cost of increased model

complexity where simple interpretations, valid in the entire model domain, are rare.

This thesis focuses on maximizing the amount of extracted knowledge from predictive QSAR models

and data. This has been achieved by the development of a descriptor importance measure, a method

for automated local optimization of compounds and a method for automated extraction of substructural

alerts. Furthermore different QSAR modeling strategies have been evaluated with respect to predictivity,

risks and information content.

To test hypotheses and theories large scale simulations of known relations between activities and de-

scriptors have been conducted. With the simulations it has been possible to study properties of methods,

risks, implementations and errors in a controlled manner since the correct answer has been known. Sim-

ulation studies have been used in the development of the generally applicabledescriptor importance

measure and in the analysis of QSAR modeling strategies. The use of simulationsis spread in many

areas, but not that common in the computational chemistry community. The descriptor importance mea-

sure developed can be applied to any machine-learning method and validations using both real data and

simulated data show that the descriptor importance measure is very accurate for non-linear methods.

An automated method for local optimization of compounds was developed to partlyreplace manual

searches made to optimize compounds. The local optimization of compounds makeuse of the informa-

tion in available data and deterministically enumerates new compounds in a space spanned close to the

compound of interest. This can be used as a starting point for further compound optimization and aids

the chemist in finding new compounds. An other approach to guide chemists in the process of optimiz-

ing compounds is through substructural warnings. A fast method for significant substructure extraction

has been developed that extracts significant substructures from data with respect to the activity of the

compound. The method is at least on par with existing methods in terms of accuracy but is significantly

less time consuming.

Non-linear machine-learning methods have opened up new possibilities for QSAR modeling that

changes the way chemical data can be handled by model algorithms. Therefore properties ofLocal

andGlobal QSAR modeling strategies have been studied. The results show thatLocal models come with

high risks and are less accurate compared toGlobal models.

In summary this thesis shows thatGlobal QSAR modeling strategies should be applied preferably

using methods that are able to handle non-linear relationships. The developed methods can be interpreted

easily and an extensive amount of information can be retrieved. For the methods to become easily

available to a broader group of users packaging with an open-source chemical platform is needed.
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